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The UK’s
poor record
on heat pumps
Report Summary
● For its size, the UK
has the worst heat
pump sales record
and the second
worst installation
record in Europe

● Fourteen per cent
of UK climate
emissions come
from homes,
mostly dirty gas
boilers

The challenge of tackling climate change is
no longer just about grand rhetoric and big
targets, although they’re both still important.
It’s now very much about the practicalities of
cutting emissions from the different sectors
of national economies. One of the trickiest is
building heat, because it takes climate action
quite literally into peoples’ homes.
Around 17% of UK greenhouse gases come
from buildings, with 14% coming from homes
alone, as a result of heating, hot water and
cooking.1,2 Other significant emitting sectors
like aviation, freight and heavy industry
are even tougher to deal with. And so the
UK binding climate target of a 78% cut in
emissions by 2035 cannot plausibly be
delivered without very substantial inroads into
eliminating the gas and oil boilers used to heat
over 90% of UK homes.3,4
The only established form of heating
technology that is able to immediately deliver
zero emissions from homes is the heat pump.
The Climate Change Committee (CCC), the
government’s official adviser on climate
change, expect that the vast majority of
homes will need to be heated by pumps, with
other heat provided by district heating, direct
electric heating and solar thermal.5

● The UK must
speed up and scale
up investment to
kickstart industry

● We need
incentives, tax
changes and
support for
consumers,
especially those
on low incomes

Number of heat pumps sold in 2020
Source: European Heat Pumps Association
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Ninety-eight per cent of UK homes already
have at least one heat pump – it’s just that
they cool the nation’s fridges rather than
warm the rooms we live in.6 A heat pump
that runs on electricity with a fully renewable
supply is zero emission, and uses heat from
the outside environment – air, water and land
– to generate internal warmth. Reaching low
emissions from the building sector requires
substantial uptake of heat pumps – often
alongside energy efficiency measures –
converting homes and offices away from fossil
fuel heating such as the gas boilers that many
people are very familiar with.

So how well are
different countries doing?
With the support of the European Heat Pump
Association, who collect data on heat pump
sales and installations in 21 countries across
Europe, Greenpeace UK has assembled their
most up-to-date data to see how well each
country is performing both in absolute terms,
and also relative to their size – the UK and
Germany for example, are far larger than
Portugal or Denmark, so the numbers of sales
and installations are standardised for how
many are taking place per 1000 households in
each country.7

This requirement is largely well known to
policy makers, and has been for some time.
Many other governments across the world,
and particularly around Europe, are already
confronting the need to reduce emissions
from buildings and have made substantial
moves to heating systems utilising heat
pumps. Deployment of heat pumps will be as
essential in fighting climate change as shifting
to electric cars.

On actual numbers of installations per year
the UK is a mid-ranking nation. Recently, the
UK Energy Research Centre said it would take
700 years to reach the 19 million that the CCC
calculates is necessary.8,9
The latest figures are better at around 37,000
in 2020 – but that rate suggests it would still
take around half a millennium to reach the
CCC goal. Meanwhile, currently every year
1.7 million gas boilers, 45 times the number
of heat pumps, are being installed in the UK,
embedding fossil fuel dependence.10

Total heat pump units sold per
1000 households in 2020
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However, when standardised for the size of
the country, the results for the UK are really
not pretty. Of the 21 countries, the UK is
joint bottom of the list. Yes, the UK is being
out-delivered on one of the critical, climatebeating technologies by Poland, Slovakia and
Estonia. That’s not global leadership.
At a rate of 1.3 heat pumps sold per 1,000
households last year, progress is much too
slow. Even the government’s proposed target
for 2028 of 600,000 per year would still not
exceed the rate already being achieved by the
Scandinavian countries and Estonia. We have
some way to go to be in their league. There’s
no doubt that the UK needs to sharply improve
its installation rates of heat pumps.
When looking at the total number of
installations in the UK building stock built up
over many years, standardised to the country’s
number of households, the UK is next to
bottom and 60 times lower than Norway who
lead in Europe. The UK is also lagging behind
other highly developed countries at a rate of
around a tenth of what Italy and France have
delivered, and less than three times what
Germany has so far achieved.

What we can learn from countries
deploying heat pumps faster and
more efficiently
A government strategy for ramping up the
installation of heat pumps will need to contain
not just capital – although that is vital – but
the intelligent allocation of incentives and
tax changes, and the capacity in agencies to
enable the roll out of heat pumps smoothly
and effectively from a consumer point of view.

Total heat pumps installed
per 1000 households
Source: European Heat Pumps Association
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A UK Government plan should include the following:
• Upfront grants to cover installation costs –
grants should cover the entire cost of heat
pumps for low-income households. For
everyone else, grants should be offered at a
level which aims to make the upfront costs of
installing a heat pump and complementary
energy efficiency measures the same
as replacing a gas boiler, with subsidies
reducing over time as costs fall, or loans
repaid by lower running costs compared to
gas boilers. This call is supported by a wide
range of business, energy and environmental
organisations.11 Denmark offers grants that
vary with type and size of house up to
45,000 DKK (approx. £5,400).12
• Because of the need for grant support,
£12bn of new public investment is required
at the Spending Review, with £4.76bn for
heat pumps, alongside £7bn for energy
efficiency over the next three years.13 This
government investment should leverage
private investment from relatively better
off households, accelerate heat pump
installation down the cost curve, and be fair
to poorer households.
• Removal of VAT on heat pumps and energy
efficiency products, and 0% or low-cost
loans for installation as has been done
in Germany, possibly through the National
Infrastructure Bank, and other tax incentives
as in Italy.14

• Currently social and environmental levies
mainly fall on electricity bills. The money
from these levies help alleviate fuel poverty,
promote energy efficiency or support clean
energy. But it is bizarre that they are now
effectively taxing clean(er) energy whilst
few of those levies fall on fossil fuels. Those
levies should either be shifted to fossil gas
from electricity or the programmes covered
through general taxation.
• Government needs to signal that a ban on
new gas boiler installation will come into
effect in the early 2030s.
• Making the transition to heat pumps is a
substantial delivery challenge. There will
need to be a better consumer experience
and drive to lower infrastructure costs. This
could happen through a new Warm Homes
Agency, which can manage a number of
specialised and expert functions, including:
 national roll out of insulation and heat
pumps
 operate mandatory consumer protection
 act as trusted advisor
 oversee skills development
 convene stakeholders to deliver
effective roll out plans
 act as a centre of expertise for heat
zoning and optimal local heat solutions.
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